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Is there a company that insures
only cities and villages?
Oh yes, dear
Why LWMMI,
of course

For 33 years, the League of Wisconsin Municipalities
Insurance Program has responded to the coverage needs
of local cities and villages, saving them substantial
amounts of money in the process

Protecting The Communities We Live In.
608.833.9595 | www.LWMMI.org
A Mutual Company Owned by Member Cities and Villages.
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One Time vs. Ongoing
Jerry Deschane, Executive Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

You’re undoubtedly hearing all of these “voices” in your head:
“Don’t spend ARPA dollars on ongoing expenses. It’s
not a replacement for property taxes, shared revenues, or
transportation aids. Think “one-time” money. Take your time.
Gather ideas from a range of sources. Pay particular attention
to the quieter parts of your community, those areas or residents
who may have critical needs, but are unlikely to show up at the
municipal podium. Keep good records.”
Cities, villages, towns, counties, and the state itself are
wrestling with how they can – and how they should –
spend the unbudgeted $5.711 billion coming their way as a
result of the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA). The U.S.
Treasury Department is scheduled to announce the rules for
the program this month, and the dollars will begin arriving
shortly thereafter. You have until the end of 2024 to spend
your allocation. Perhaps the best thing to do this year is some
careful planning.
While you’re planning for this short-term shot of resources,
take the time to speak up for your long-term needs. The state
Legislature is putting together the state’s two-year budget,
including deciding whether to increase long-neglected shared
revenues. This billion-dollar budget item is a significant part of

the state budget, but over the last 30 years it has lost ground,
a lot of ground, to inflation, education, prisons, and Medicaid.
Since the 1970s, those four have taken ever-larger shares
of the state general fund while police, fire, EMS, and other
local services have received less. Make this the year that local
services get their due.
The League is calling on its members to talk to lawmakers
about shared revenue. Make a phone call, pass a resolution,
give lawmakers a tour of your favorite local potholes. Spread
the word that local government matters; it’s time for an
increase in shared revenue.
Legislators have a job very similar to your own. They have
more needs than resources, so they do their best to make
the dollars go as far as they can. Your job is to help them
understand where police, EMS, and snowplow drivers fit into
that priority scheme.
So, when it comes to finances, you have to have your eyes on the
present and on the future. How you will allocate the valuable,
one-time ARPA resources matters a lot right now. How the
Legislature will treat shared revenues matters a lot next year and
every year thereafter. And your job is to balance both.

The League appreciates the
support of the following Business Partners:
• AARP Wisconsin

• i ncrediblebank

•W
 EA Trust

• American Fidelity

• MSA Professional
Services Inc.

•W
 eld, Riley, S.C

• Ehlers Associates

 unicipal Property
•M
Insurance Company

•W
 isconsin Housing &
Economic Development
Authority (WHEDA)

• GRAEF

 EH
•S

• Zerology

• American Transmission Co.
• Boardman & Clark LLP

• Stafford Rosenbaum LLP

For more information, contact Robin Powers: rpowers@lwm-info.org | (608) 267-2383
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A Day in the Life
Joye Eichten, Clerk/Treasurer, Village of Granton

Busy week ahead. Utility bills, payroll, and the TID report are
due by the end of the week. Will try to get a head start on the
IRS and state reports and I have to carve out time to process
all those emails I’ve been trying to get to. There is a board
meeting this week and I will need to prep for that too. I design
a plan of attack as I drive to the office.

piece of mail as they head out the door with the cat. I start
the coffee and know the quickest way to get back to work is to
give our neighbor my undivided attention for 5 minutes and
then ask him to let me get back to work. I call the paper and
get confirmation that my ad will run in this week’s edition. I
glance at the clock and wonder how it is after 10:00 am.

The day’s plan is set in my mind as I approach the office,
when I notice a man is waiting at the door. He has a cat in
a live trap and wants to know what to do with it. Ah, this is
one of the toms fathering all the feral kittens in the village.
(We started a successful cat relocation program a year ago.)
I contact the guys. There are three of us serving the village
(the J Team: Jared, Josh, and Joye), and the other two are in
the park today. They will be by in half an hour to pick up the
cat and bring him to a farm located a few miles out of town
where he can be free to um ... continue fathering.

Coffee and a quick glance at the emails. Ugh, another 50+
emails since yesterday, and I need to process them all. I
highlight those with a deadline, and there are eight from
last week. These will have to wait. I work on payroll for 30
uninterrupted minutes until the phone rings. First, the school
athletic director wants to be sure the ball diamond is ready
for the 4:00 pm game and he needs to change the schedule
for Thursday. Then one of my election workers can’t work the
election, a possible water main break on Main Street, and “Yes”
I am a notary, I will be here until lunch hour ... in 30 minutes!
You’ve got to be kidding!

The phone is ringing. I motion to the man with the cat
to write down his address so we can return the trap. The
funeral home is on the phone. They have a burial planned for
Wednesday. I jot the funeral details on the back of the note,
with the address where the guys need to return the trap. I open
the computer and pull up the cemetery history. I update all
the information for historic reference. I pull out the cemetery
placement information, locate the burial plot, and add the
information to the note so the guys can locate, mark, and dig
the grave for Wednesday. Then, I add to last week’s “follow-up
list” to watch for the death certificate and payment from the
funeral home.
I notice the “follow-up list” is starred. I need to watch for
confirmation from the paper that they have received last week’s
publication request. The Board of Review notice has to be in
this week’s edition. I scan my email quickly for confirmation,
but there is none. The guys are here to pick up the cat and
they bring in today’s mail. We sort the mail for processing.
There is some small talk about the cat and the upcoming
funeral and who will be in charge of what when the man who
lives across the street stops in for his daily “good morning.”
We say good morning and make some reference about being
swamped today, as he spreads his mail out on the counter, as he
does every day. The guys are half listening to him go over each
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By noon I have let the guys know about the game change on
Thursday and to check out the possible water main break.

▶ p.5

Camila Ramos is the City Clerk Technician for the City of Superior. She
was hired the same month Wisconsin made the conversion from SVRS to
WisVote. Camila currently handles elections, licensing, and the archival of the
municipality’s legal documents, and she thoroughly enjoys creating new and
exciting spreadsheets whenever an opportunity arises.
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They were prepping the park this morning when I came in, so
I know it it is ready for tonight. I have notarized a resident’s
paperwork, made copies, and I’m heading out for lunch.
Payroll will have to wait, I’m starved.
Three phone calls over lunch. Can I make the library meeting
next week, can I send a copy of a property tax bill, and do I
know the hours of the post office? Laughable, but I actually do.
The afternoon will be the same. Some things will need to
come home with me if they are going to get done today. This
is typical. The pace is crazy, there is always a list. This is not a
job for just anyone. You have to love this pace. No two days are
the same and you are always planning weeks in advance. It’s a
game really, a challenge. If you can arrive each day smiling at
the road ahead and leave each night each knowing there is a
challenge that awaits, then this is the job for you.

About the Author:

Joye Eichten lives in the town of Lynn and began working as
the clerk for the town of Lynn in 2004. The previous clerk had
moved out of the area and they needed someone to help out
until the election. When she took the job, she did not anticipate
being elected to serve four more terms. She resigned in 2012.
While she loved being the clerk, she was working full time,
raising four children, and there was simply no time. In 2015, the
village of Granton was looking for a full-time clerk/treasurer. It
was perfect timing for Joye to switch careers. After working for
the village for four years, the town of Lynn found themselves
in need of a clerk again. With the children grown and on their
own, she accepted the job and is now the clerk for both the
village of Granton (population 355 at the 2010 Census) and the
town of Lynn. Contact Joye at grantonclerk@tds.net

May 2–8 declared
Professional
Municipal Clerks
Appreciation Week!

Celebrate Clerks!
May 2–8, 2021, is the 52nd Professional Clerks Week and the League is
celebrating with this The Municipality magazine.
As part of the celebration, the League was thankful to partner with the Wisconsin Municipal
Clerks Association (WMCA) on a magazine cover contest to replace the outdated “Super
Clerk” image. It was fun to watch the creative entries come in. Entries were judged by
Wendy Helgeson, WMCA President; Sara Bruckman, 1st Vice President; and Marie Moe,
2nd Vice President.
Congratulations to Tina Wallace, WCMC, Deputy City Clerk, City of Oconomowoc whose image
was chosen for the magazine cover. As Tina said in her description on page 1, she “wanted to
create an image that was both fun and serious.”
All the contest entries are included in this magazine and will be posted to the League’s
Facebook page, @LeagueOfWisconsinMunicipalities during Clerk’s Week. We are celebrating
clerks who are the “Mountain Movers” and who “Keep the State Running” across Wisconsin.

Thank you to everyone who entered and to all Wisconsin Clerks!
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What Does a Clerk Do Every Day?
Diane Coenen, CMC, WCMC, City Clerk, City of Oconomowoc

If I said a clerk’s daily duties and responsibilities are routine
and ordinary, I would not be talking about the job of a
professional municipal clerk. The work clerks do is anything
but routine, whether they are employed in a town, village, or
city. To offer some insight I need to start with municipality
differences. Towns, villages, and cities – no two are alike.
While there are many differences, overall there are also many
similarities. Broad-brush differences between municipalities
are form of government, square miles, population, industry,
tourism, number of residential dwellings/businesses, tax base,
lakes, number of municipal buildings/departments/staff,
finances, resources, and this is really just the tip of it.
There are also differences in the statutory duties that
are required to be performed in a town, village, and city
(dependent on class), and the resources available to perform
them. Some clerks are the lone soldier who do it all, some
may share the duties with a deputy or other staff, and others
may share workload with another department. Some clerks
work for two communities, such as a village and a town, and
some are part time, full time, appointed, or elected. Some
clerks have other titles/duties in addition to clerk, such as
administrator, assistant administrator, treasurer, clerk of
courts, human resources, utility clerk, community relations,
and many others.

6

records requests, archiving and records retention, just to name
a few.
And for every job performed there are details, details,
details!!! It’s all in the details, as they are an intricate and
important part of getting the job done. At any time, if a detail
is missed it could mean that the law was not followed properly
and can open the municipality up to an audit, penalty, bad
press, or even a lawsuit. To help provide a snapshot of the
details that just one task requires, here’s the typical process for
a NEW alcohol license.
• Licensee provides applications (3+ forms depending on type
of business model) along with agent paperwork and pays
publication, background check, and fingerprinting fees.
• Agent must provide copy of responsible beverage server
training course completion.
• New licensed establishment needs inspections: fire, police,
and building.
• Clerk establishes that the type of license applied for is correct
and reviews forms to ensure all information is provided,
questions are answered, and the application complies with all
state and local requirements. Clerks work with the applicant
to get missing information completed or defined.

Along with the additional titles, some clerks perform
functions that other clerks may not. For instance, preparation
of yearly tax bills and collection of taxes, budgets, accounts
payable/receivable, payroll, completing and filing tax reports,
collection of fees (refuse/recycling, building/plumbing/
electric/HVAC permits, etc.), preparing for audits, court
scheduling and citations, utility billing and collections, health
and life insurance, employee grievances, Airbnbs and a myriad
of many other duties.

• Clerks provide applicant with a copy of the WI Alcohol
Beverage & Tobacco Laws for Retailers and discusses other
licenses that may be needed for their operation including
bartenders, amusements, and cigarette licenses.

So what do most clerks do? Many of the clerk’s responsibilities
are prescribed in Wisconsin state statutes in addition to their
own municipal code/policies. Mandatory work tends to be
performed during specific time frames within the year, but
clerks do touch on those duties all year long. Clerks follow
statutory requirements for elections, licensing, Board of
Review, annexations, meeting agendas and minutes, legal
publications, taxes, assessments, dog/cat licensing, open

• Clerks prepare meeting packet(s) which include
documentation of the application. This may be done by a
memo and resolution which the clerk drafts and presents at
the meeting.

• Clerk receipts payment/facilitates fingerprinting and
background check/puts out public notice/schedules the
license application for appropriate meeting(s), not sooner
than 15 days after the application is filed.

• If the license is granted by the governing body, the clerk
notifies the licensee and types up the license(s) designating a
specific license number for each issuance and signing/sealing
the license(s).

The Municipality | May 2021
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• Licensee is directed to come to the municipal building to
pay for and receive the license(s). If the alcohol license is not
issued for the entire licensing period (one year), the clerk
determines the prorated fee to ensure proper payment.
• If the license is a reserve license, the clerk must receive an
additional one-time payment of $10,000 and the clerk must
keep track of the number of regular and reserve licenses
available and issued.
• Licenses expire June 30 of each year and the clerk notifies
each licensed establishment approximately two months in
advance that their license is up for renewal. This includes
their other license types as well.
• A lcohol licensing renewal – this is a separate process and has
many details to accomplish the renewal.

In our spare time (laugh here – there really is no spare time
– it’s our own time), we reach out to our legislators, serve
on WMCA/WTA/MTAW committees as well as other
organization committees, work with vendors, help and support
our fellow clerks, attend training, and we are always willing
to go the extra mile helping our residents and businesses with
whatever needs they have, like coming in early or staying past
closing to accommodate them.
What’s out of the ordinary in our jobs? Well, it’s ordinary for
the clerk to deal with unusual situations, but I would bet most
non-clerks would never expect some of the situations we deal
with. These situations require compassion, a cool head, and
many times a sense of humor. Clerks may deal with a distraught
citizen who has entered their municipal building saying they

▶ p.8

What else? Clerks hire and train election workers, order
election supplies, test equipment, initial and mail out absentee
ballots, facilitate in-person voting, set up polls, issue various
licenses/permits, create meeting agendas, attend meetings and
take minutes, oversee Boards of Review, respond to records
requests, archive records, respond to public inquiries, build
relationships, customer service whether its in-person, phone
or email, process annexations, file, publish/post legal notices,
codify ordinances, co-sign checks, manage timekeeping/
schedule department staff, provide orientation to elected
officials, parliamentarian duties, and the list does go on and on.
Then there are the duties that are unique to some and
ordinary to others like picking up refuse, being the on-call
emergency contact, snow plowing/shoveling, public relations
spokesperson, performing maintenance work including
landscaping, cleaning the municipal building, purchasing
office supplies/equipment, calling in repairman, dog catcher,
and many more. They are so varied I could never list them all.
Clerks address concerns and answer a multitude of questions
every day from residents, businesses, visitors, elected officials,
reporters, vendors, and co-workers, ranging from a simple
question that we can answer immediately to the surprise “this
is a first for me” type of question. If a clerk does not know
an answer, they know the resource to find it. Some of the
organizations/offices clerks work with are: The League of
Wisconsin Municipalities, Wisconsin Elections Commission,
WI Department of Revenue, County Clerks Office, Assembly
and Senate Representatives, Wisconsin Municipal Clerk’s
Association, Wisconsin Town’s Association, Municipal
Treasurers Association of Wisconsin, WI Department of
Administration, Municipal Attorneys, Historical Societies,
vendors, and others.

During the day, I faithfully serve the City of Richland Center as the City Clerk/
Treasurer. I am passionate about being the clerk and have come to deeply
respect those in this role throughout my years in the field.
After my clerk duties are done for the day, I am extremely active in my
community. I currently serve as the president for the AD German Warehouse
Conservancy (ADGWC). The ADGWC is charged with the mission to restore,
preserve, and protect the iconic Frank Lloyd Wright structure. In the picture
above, you can see me outside the building doing a bit of spring cleaning.
This historic structure has been a staple in our community for over 100 years!
Preserving our community’s history and legacy for generations to come is
extremely important to me.
Perhaps it’s just the clerk in me, but giving back to my community is one of
the most rewarding things about public service. I’ve always found the best
experiences in life are those in which you are part of something greater
than yourself.
Derek Kalish, City Clerk/Treasurer, City of Richland Center
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are going to end their life, a pollworker or
voter passing out or getting injured in a fall,
a building explosion, dealing with a dead
fragrant skunk that a resident has just dragged
into the lobby of their municipal building on
a shovel, receiving an absentee ballot request
with a selfie attached, or cleaning up after the
person who comes in to pay a bill and decides
to stand at the counter and empty the contents
of their purse leaving unwanted items behind
(torn receipts, Kleenex, wrappers, and other
miscellaneous stuff). Oh, the stories!
I hope I have opened at least a window and
hopefully a door to illustrate the life of a
professional clerk whether they work in a
town, village, or city, and provided you with
a better understanding of the vast array of
duties a clerk performs. What I have not
mentioned and is not a requirement of the
job or a state statute, is that the clerk is
versatile, flexible, detail oriented, accepting,
has a sense of humor, resourceful, helpful,
focused, educated, diverse, neutral, fair,
compassionate, multi-tasker … Whew …
and above all, dedicated and professional!
The daily life of a professional clerk – some
may see it as routine and ordinary – is
NEVER dull. Each day starts with the
same thought, “What kind of day is it going
to be?”
About the Author:

Diane Coenen, CMC, WCMC is the City
Clerk for the City of Oconomowoc (2004
– Current). She has worked in municipal
government for 21 years. Diane is the
immediate past President of the Wisconsin
Municipal Clerk’s Association (WMCA)
and is currently a member of the WMCA
Board of Directors and various committees,
a WMCA mentor, Co-Chair of the 2014
IIMC Milwaukee Conference, and the
recipient of the 2014 WMCA Presidents
Award of Excellence. Contact Diane at
dcoenen@oconomowoc-wi.gov
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Clerks Play a Vital Role
Todd Novak, State Representative, 51st Assembly District, Mayor, City of Dodgeville

I think I can speak for every mayor and village president
on how important our municipal clerks are to not only our
communities, but to us as elected officials. Clerks play an
important, critical, and vital role which goes way beyond
their statutory duties. I often refer to my clerk as my right
hand. We rely on our clerks for advice, and our councils and
village boards depend on them to make sure our municipal
governments run smoothly.
It is imperative to have a knowledgeable municipal clerk to
ensure that everything runs smoothly and enables that the
municipality functions to its fullest potential. The municipal
clerk is the focal point of our community as they are the
person who answers to the community daily and understands
the history of decision making by the municipal boards.
One of the most important roles of a municipal clerk is to
be a strong advocate for your community and have excellent
communication skills with boards, staff, and the public. The
clerk is the face of your community. Many times, they have to be
the person who must explain to the public why we as an elected
body made a decision, which may or may not be popular.

Clerks are the spoke of the wheel for your community.
They stay involved with associations (i.e., League of WI
Municipalities/Towns Association, Wisconsin Municipal
Clerks Association (WMCA), Municipal Treasurers
Association of Wisconsin (MTAW), etc.) to continually
learn about legislative changes or any other modifications
that happen with the many duties of the position. The clerk
assumes the responsibility of assisting council/board members
to stay informed and continue to be compliant with the law.
I am a rarity, as I am not only a mayor, but a state
assemblyman, so I deal with clerks on two different levels. I
have an assembly district with 60 municipalities, and I rely
on clerks for advice on legislation or suggestions on things
that would make their job easier. Trust me, my clerks have
no problem letting me know their opinion on bills that are
introduced that affect their job!
Many times our residents only interact with our clerks when
they pay their water bill, property taxes, or vote. A lot of
residents are truly not aware of the many daily happenings
of the clerk’s office and the various job responsibilities of
the clerk.
I have observed so many times the type of public contacts the
clerk gets that are not related to their job. The public in many
cases expects the clerk to be the “information booth.” They get
questions for county-related business, DMV matters, neighbor
disputes, or asking for a telephone number of a resident (or
nonresident). Or course, they also get calls on why the garbage
man is five minutes late or why the roads aren’t plowed as soon
as the snow starts.
Those days are long gone when a person can just walk in
and assume the role of a clerk, without any knowledge or
experience. They now need to be knowledgeable about
municipal matters such as local elections, alcohol beverage
licensing, animal licensing, zoning, assessments, taxes, street
infrastructure, utility regulations, and so much more.

Aja Taylor, Deputy Clerk/Treasurer and David Kurihara Clerk/Treasurer, City of
Lancaster, like all clerks, embody service, integrity, wisdom, and trust.

Last year, with COVID and four challenging elections, clerks
were overworked and stressed, and the burnout rate was high.
It is more important than ever that we, as elected officials,
thank our clerks for what they went through last year, as
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well as for what they do every day to make our municipalities
run smoothly.
About the Author:

Let’s show the world what

Todd Novak was elected to the Wisconsin State Assembly
in 2014. He has served as mayor of the city of Dodgeville
since 2012. Todd is a lifelong resident of Iowa County and
grew up on the family farm outside of Cobb. His family came
from Bohemia in the 1860s, and the Novak family farm has
been in the family for 150 years. Todd serves as Chair of the
Committee on Local Government and on the Committee on
Rural Development, among several others. Contact Todd at
rep.novak@legis.wisconsin.gov

we can do together.
Day by day. Project by project.
Together we’re improving mobility
and moving the world forward.

Building a Better World
for All of Us
Engineers | Architects | Planners | Scientists

WWW.MSA-PS.COM | (800) 362-4505

ENGINEERING
ARCHITECTURE
SURVEYING
FUNDING
PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTAL

sehinc.com/subscribe • 800.325.2055

Offices in Appleton, Baraboo, Beaver Dam, Kiel, Madison,
Marshfield, Milwaukee, Rhinelander, Rice Lake & West Bend
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The Clerk Will Know
Kathleen Bernier, State Senator, 23rd Senate District

Why is the clerk’s role in local government so
important?

manner. Never cut corners, always exaggerate transparency, and
allow anyone to follow along.

I spent over 12 years as a county clerk. The Wisconsin
Constitution was written with the clear notion that certain
functions of government (constitutional officers) are a vital role
to all governments. The clerk of any government provides all
the clerical functions of the governing body. Because that is
the clerk’s function, they tend to acquire a profound knowledge
base of the functions of the government in its entirety.
Therefore, if there is a question or someone needing guidance,
they usually call the clerk. As governments have grown,
there are many separate departments to carry out different
government functions, but my guess is the clerk will certainly
know where the questioner can get an answer.

During elections, I would always make sure that people
representing both parties are available at all times, knowing
full well that party representation isn’t always equal, but at least
one person from each party should be present.

How does a clerk provide transparency in local
government?

Any other comments about the clerk’s importance
to local government, other duties readers may not
know/understand?
Every clerk should have a “bus” policy. If I were to get hit
by a bus, who would be able to carry out my duties and
responsibilities. Most municipal clerks have a deputy, but not all
small towns and villages necessarily do. At the very least, have
everything documented and sealed in an envelope explaining
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A clerk must always provide documents and information to
anyone who asks. Never withhold information unnecessarily or
drag out the time it takes in providing the information. Know
and understand open meetings and open records laws. The
clerk is the record keeper and therefore responsible for safely
preserving and retrieving information. No one should ever be
directed to hold back information.

What are the skills you think are critical to being a
successful clerk?
The most important skill is good organization. A filing system,
electronic and otherwise, must be followed. Records retention
and backup systems are imperative. They should be willing to
learn and train others to know and understand the awesome
responsibility of being a clerk and record keeper. It doesn’t hurt
to be a peacemaker as well.

How important is impartiality to the clerk position?
As noted above, the clerk can sometimes be the peacemaker.
Oftentimes, constituents and elected board members have
difficulty seeing eye to eye. That is a good time for the clerk to
provide research and information on the issue that will educate,
not influence with “opinions.” Most importantly, voters rely on
the clerk to run elections in an unbiased, transparent, and legal
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Trying to juggle in-person absentee voting, absentee requests through
myvote, prepping the paperwork for the upcoming election, sending out
letters and emails to all licensees about upcoming premises inspections,
processing operator’s licenses, and somehow finding time to do my Plan
Commission minutes before next Thursday. Hmmm…A day in the life!

😊

Chris Dehnert, WCMC, Deputy City Clerk, City of Oconomowoc
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how to “carry on.” It was my experience that even with
deputies, my predecessor did a few things that the deputies
had no knowledge of. That was not a good position to be in
for a new county clerk. I’ve seen too many times when a clerk
passes and/or loses an election, board members then scramble
to figure things out. All ordinances and legal documents
should be held in a safe and accessible place. More than
one person should know how to get to important municipal
information when needed.
About the Author:

Elected to the State Senate in 2018, Kathy Bernier
represents Wisconsin’s 23rd Senate District, including all
of Chippewa and Clark counties and parts of Eau Claire,
Dunn, Marathon, Wood, Jackson, and Trempealeau counties.
Kathy serves as chair of the Senate Committee on Elections,
Ethics and Rural Issues and vice-chair of the Committee on
Local Government, Small Business, Tourism and Workforce
Development. Prior to her service in the State Senate, Kathy
was elected to four terms in the State Assembly and served
for more than a decade as Chippewa County Clerk. Contact
Kathy at sen.bernier@legis.wisconsin.gov
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Listening to the Election Experts
Jerry Deschane, Executive Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

Elections in America are under a microscope. The 2020
election was scrutinized first, because it was a presidential
election year and the contest was going to be close, whichever
way it went. Second, the pandemic turned the world upside
down, including the essential process of voting. One year ago,
local municipal clerks had to reinvent elections overnight,
adapting on the fly to “social distancing” guidelines that were
still evolving and accommodating a huge increase in the
number of absentee voters.
Along the way, the strengths and weaknesses of Wisconsin’s
election system showed themselves. We asked a selection of
professional municipal clerks to look back and tell us what they
learned about the voting process. What works? What doesn’t
work? And, perhaps most importantly, what should voters
know about the process that goes on “behind the curtain”?
We talked to city of Oconomowoc Clerk Diane Coenen.
Along with her “day job,” Coenen is the past president of
the Wisconsin Municipal Clerks Association. Then we
reached across the state to the city of Lancaster and spoke to

25-year veteran clerk David Kurihara. Heading back east, we
questioned West Bend City Clerk Stephanie Justmann. And
finally, we put our three questions to Shorewood Village Clerk,
Sara Bruckman.

What Works?
Diane: “The in-office early voting procedure; allowing voters
to come in prior to the election to cast their ballot. That
process works (but see Diane’s response to ‘What doesn’t
work?’).”
David: “The changes that have been put in place recently have
worked effectively. Wisconsin voters can be assured that they
have a well-run election system with no fraud. Wisconsin is
top-notch when it comes to election administration.”
Stephanie: “In-person absentee voting works. Voters come in,
show their ID, vote, and the ballot is sealed. It works.”
Sara: “The process in general works well, in large part because
we have such strong support and guidance from the Wisconsin
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City of Brookfield Clerk Kelly Williams and her team setting up for the Central
Count at the Convention Center in 2020.
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Stephanie Justman, City Clerk, City of West Bend, works with her team on
election duties, one of the clerk’s more visible responsibilities.
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Election Commission. The voting process is very transparent;
the public can witness all parts of it.”

without a voter signature or witness signature/address it will be
rejected as incomplete. This happens more than people think.

What Doesn’t Work?

“Voters need to know that throughout the process, on the
front-end, pre-, during- and post-election, there are a lot of
processes and procedures, most of them very manual, that we
have to follow to ensure transparency, accountability and that
everyone who is eligible and wants to may vote, and that their
vote is properly counted.”

Diane: “The way we collect votes at nursing homes and other
care facilities has to change. There’s a greater variety of care
facilities than there used to be and residents’ needs are different
among the facilities. It’s become very time-consuming and
staff-intensive to make the multiple trips back and forth.
“Also, while the in-office absentee voting system works, having
to process those ballots on election day doesn’t work. It would
be far more efficient and secure to have voters put their ballot
right into a machine the day they vote.”
David: “We’re a border city; it’s an obstacle for some new
voters (admittedly, not a lot) to show a valid Wisconsin ID if
they just moved and still have their out-of-state driver’s license.
I’m not talking about the voter registration process; that
requires proof-of-residency as it should. I’m talking about the
ID they need to produce on election day.”
Stephanie: “Being told what hours we must be open for early
voting. That should be something that local governments can
decide for themselves. Tell us what the range of time is (two
weeks, three weeks, etc.) for early voting, but let us set the
hours. A small town with one part-time clerk is going to be
able to keep the doors open on a different schedule than a city
with multiple deputy clerks available.
“Also, they should not change voting laws or procedures within
days or weeks of an election. Poll workers have to go through
specific training, and that training is invalid when the law or a
process is changed at the last minute. Any time that happens,
you increase the potential for fraud or mistakes. I would like to
see nothing change in election law for three months prior to
the election.”

David: “Poll workers take their jobs very seriously and go to
great effort to run an efficient and effective election. Wisconsin
has one of the best voting systems in the country. Your vote is
going to be counted.”
Stephanie: “Have faith in your local municipalities; they are
working hard to make sure voting is a positive experience and
you can have faith in your elections.”
Sara: “There is no clerk who has the time or the desire to ‘rig’ an
election. If you’re skeptical, I encourage you to volunteer (we’re
always looking) and see first-hand that the process is sound.”
Elections set the direction for government at the local, state,
and national level. They matter; and therefore they will always
be scrutinized. The clerks we interviewed are typical of election
clerks throughout Wisconsin: hardworking, highly-principled,
and determined to run an election to the best of their ability.
They are fiercely-protective of “their voters,” and given the
right tools, will continue to run what David Kurihara proudly
says is “One of the best voting systems in the country.”
About the Author:

Jerry Deschane is the League’s fifth Executive Director
since the League was founded in 1898. Contact Jerry with
comments or questions at jdeschane@lwm-info.org

Sara: “If you are an indefinitely-confined elector,
you can request an absentee ballot be mailed to
you as late as the Friday before the election. But
if the voter plans to mail it back, there’s just no
practical way to ensure that their vote will arrive
in time to be counted. If our goal is to have
everyone’s vote count, mailed ballots should be
sent out no later than the Tuesday or Wednesday
prior to the election.”

What Would You Like Voters to Know?
Diane: “If you are voting absentee, please be sure
to include contact information, phone number,
or email when you apply. If your ballot is received

The Racine Clerk’s Office gearing up for the November 2020 election.
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The League is Important to You
Robin Powers, Director of Marketing & Administration, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

Welcome to all new clerks and for those who continue to serve
their communities! Thank you for deciding to be of service to
your community by serving in local government. As a lynchpin
of the community, you will see some of the busiest and most
responsible duty.

• We provide legal information. If you have a question on
posting meeting notices or with what to do if a meeting time
changes, we can help. The League has two great attorneys on
staff to help guide you to the right information.

You are not alone. The League connects you with your peers
and provides the contacts and information that help you do
your job. Here are some important things the League provides:

• We maintain a municipal directory. It is online and lists the
contact numbers of the officials for all of Wisconsin’s cities
and villages. It’s a fast way to get ahold of your peers.
https://www.lwm-info.org/1236/Directory-of-Cities-Villages

• We answer your questions. Call us. We will answer the
phone or call you right back. We might not have an answer
right away, but we can help get you to the right place. Be
it human resource questions, legal advice, or just what is
happening with this or that legislation, we will get you on the
right track.

• We advocate for you. Let’s face it, you know what is
happening and what you need in your municipality.
With your help, the League keeps those challenges and
needs on the minds of lawmakers and works to advance
policy that helps you do your work.
https://www.lwm-info.org/27/Legislative

• We hold roundtables. When COVID was new, we got
officials together to share resources. We are doing it again
for the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), and we will do
it again for the next issue. We also hold a monthly member
open roundtable. You can connect with your peers and talk
about the challenges you have and what others are doing to
address similar challenges.

• We post your classified ads, RFP notices, and for sale
items. League members can request that these be posted to
our website for free. These pages are the busiest ones on our
website and they are sure to be seen by many.

• We send member E-newsletters. Every month members get
tons of information, education links, and grant information
right in their inbox. Subscribe: http://bit.ly/LWMsubscribe
•W
 e publish The Municipality Magazine. Every month
we send any member municipal official who requests it this
wonderful full-color magazine full of information relevant
to you.
• We publish handbooks. We update and publish a whole
line of handbooks on all aspects of municipal business from
alcohol licensing to special assessments and most stuff
in-between. Learn more: https://www.lwm-info.org/763/
Order-Handbooks-Annual-Publications
• We hold educational events. Be it by Zoom or in person, we
hold numerous educational events for officials throughout the
year. Some events even grant CEUs. https://www.lwm-info.
org/1488/League-Conferences-Workshop
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• We keep track of your transitions, but only with YOUR
help. An average of 800 local officials turn over at the April
election, but we don’t know about it unless we hear from
you. Please send any transitions, changes, corrections, and
additions to Robin Powers at rpowers@lwm-info.org
You will find ways to connect with any of these services and
much more on our website at https://lwm-info.org/
The League website is over 1,800 pages of resources
dedicated to you. If you need help finding something, give
our general number a call at 608-267-2380. We would love to
hear from you!
About the Author:

Robin Powers is the Director of Marketing & Administration
for the League of Wisconsin Municipalities. Robin joined the
League in 2016 after a career in law enforcement and the fire
service. Contact Robin at rpowers@lwm-info.org
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A CESA for Local Governments?
Mark Rohloff, City Manager, City of Oshkosh

Municipal clerks are my unsung heroes in local government. In
cities and villages large and small, if any public official embodies
the spirit of our state motto, “Forward,” it is our clerks.
Many do these jobs for years with little pay or recognition,
but they move forward, serving the public, doing much of the
administrative grunt work because of an incredible sense of
duty. I salute you!
Back in 2016, with the presidential election looming, I asked
a clerk friend of mine why her city hadn’t applied for a grant
that was easy to get. Her reply: “I have to do the things that are
mandated. I don’t have the time for things that I’d like to do for
the good of the city. I have to prioritize the mandated stuff.”
Kudos to her; she knows her priorities. But it got me thinking,
what other work is not getting done by cities because they do
not have the human resources to get it done? Even though
this work makes sense, the clerk is bogged down with so many
mandated duties, these other items get lost.
With over half of the League’s member municipalities being
under 1,400 population, most of our smaller municipal
partners do not have the resources and/or need for a full-time
administrator. Clerks in those same cities may not be full time,
but they all have mandated responsibilities that often prevent
them from doing other value-added administrative duties.
Meanwhile, I have also noticed that Wisconsin municipalities
do not have sufficient training opportunities for future
administrators to develop their skills.
League Executive Director Jerry Deschane and I shared
similar stories like these, and the conversation turned to how
school districts benefit from Comprehensive Educational
Service Agencies (CESAs). CESAs are designed to fill voids
that individual school districts cannot do alone. Each CESA is
tailored to meet the needs of districts in their respective region.
CESAs are governed by their member school districts, and
financially supported by contracts for the services the CESA
offers, creating economies of scale that are otherwise not
possible. Our conversation led us to a question: Is it possible to
create a CESA model for local governments?

A Comprehensive Municipal Services Agency (let’s call it
a MUSA) could provide basic administrative services on
a contract basis for member municipalities, including the
following:
• Personnel policies
• Budget policies
• Planning and zoning regulations
• Capital planning
• Strategic planning
• Performance management
• Process improvement
• Economic development/TIF policies
• Grant writing
• State reports
• Policy analysis
• RFPs for services/joint bidding
•T
 raining
• Administration of Elections
Rather than creating a complex intergovernmental agreement,
each city or village could select services from a MUSA
on an à la carte basis. CESAs understand the need to be
entrepreneurial, and they annually survey their members for
what new or continued services they would like to see offered.
A MUSA could seek this same input, tailoring services to
the needs of its members, yet remaining nimble enough to
experiment and move onto new services based on changing
demands.
A MUSA could also serve as a training ground for young
professionals seeking experience before they take the plunge to
pursue an administrator position. What do city councils and
village boards look for in a prospective candidate? Budgeting
and personnel skills, the ability to work with elected officials,
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economic development, capital planning, zoning … the same
services that a MUSA could provide to its members. We have
an enthusiastic generation of aspiring professionals looking
for relevant experience, and with leadership from experienced
mentors/supervisors, a MUSA could train our next generation
of leaders to take on these duties in a controlled environment
and give them the experience that elected bodies are seeking.
The League board has made the funding and creation of a
MUSA part of its 2021-22 Legislative Agenda. CESAs are
authorized by state statute, and it would take similar legislative
action to create a MUSA. In the interest of better government,
resource sharing, and improved service, cities and villages could
make a strong case that this is the type of intergovernmental
cooperation that Wisconsin needs to compete with
neighboring states.

About the Author:

Mark Rohloff has been City Manager of Oshkosh since
2008. Mark has 37 years of experience in local government
management, in areas as diverse as finance, economic
development, public works, and organizational development.
Mark has also served as the Administrator for the town of
Grand Chute and the City Administrator of Berlin. He is
also a member of the adjunct faculty in the MPA program
at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. Mark currently
serves as the Vice President of the Urban Alliance, and is
on the League’s Board of Directors and the LWMMI
Insurance Board. He is a past president of the Wisconsin
City-County Management Association. Contact Mark at
mrohloff@ci.oshkosh.wi.us

A MUSA is a concept to recreate efficiencies in government,
and give our cities and villages the resources they need to
better serve their citizens. Let’s continue this discussion and
move this idea “Forward,” Wisconsin!

The clerk/treasurer staff in the Village of Wrightstown presenting a shining
example of our willingness to pull “together” even during tough times!

Tammy Kasal, the City of Peshtigo City Clerk works hard and also knows how to
have some fun!
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The 7 Deadly Sins of Public Finance
Liz Farmer, Journalist & Research Fellow, Rockefeller Institute of Government

The temptation of the quick fiscal fix has seduced just about
every lawmaker at one time or another.
Scraping pennies together to balance the budget? Perhaps
skipping the pension payment is the best way to get through
the year. Can’t afford to pay for building maintenance this
year? Push it to the next. Governments have been using money
shuffling tricks like these and others since things like balanced
budgets and municipal financing were invented. And during
the latest recession they have certainly become more common
as governments looked for any solution to combat dwindling
revenue growth.
What becomes dangerous – downright sinful, even – is when
governments habitually engage in practices that fly in the face
of sound financial management. “If it happens for a year or two
in a down economy, that’s understandable,” says Montgomery
Janney Scott Analyst Tom Kozlik. “In 2009 and 2010, you
didn’t want that to be the time you raise taxes on your citizens.
But, as an analyst, if I’m looking at a situation where the same
things are happening pre- and post-[recession], then it’s a
significant problem.”
What follows is Governing Magazine’s list of the most
tempting financial schemes that can severely weaken a
government’s fiscal future when practiced as a matter of course.
Although the consequences aren’t necessarily lethal, those that
make heavy use of these 7 Sins of Public Finance find that
they only succeed in digging deeper financial holes.

Bad Choice
One of the most perilous quick fixes is the practice of taking
costs out of one fund and transferring them to another. New
York did that in 1992, when it balanced its general fund
budget by taking the state’s historic canal system and moving
it to the Thruway Authority. The canal system, which includes
the Erie Canal, has traditionally been a financial albatross – it
costs up to $90 million to run each year but generates only a
few million dollars in revenue. The deficiencies are highlighted
every time the Thruway raises its tolls, particularly during a
stretch in the 2000s when it raised tolls four out of five years
to cover the canal system. The problem is that New York never
solved the real issue – the canals are simply draining a different
fund. “You’re creating the illusion that things are in balance but
you haven’t actually changed any of the financial facts,” says
Peter Hutchinson, a state and local government consultant for
Accenture. “In the case of the Thruway Authority, the issues
with the Erie Canal didn’t go away.”
Better Choice
DeKalb County, Georgia, was downgraded by rating agencies
in 2012 after years of transferring money from one fund to bail
out another in an effort to meet operating costs. The result was
an overall deficit that never seemed to go away. Finally officials
in DeKalb took a painful but responsible step. They raised
taxes, cut expenses (including a reduction in staff ), and added
to cash reserves. The county also imposed new controls on fund
transfers. By the 2014 fiscal year, DeKalb had stopped cash-flow
borrowing and its credit outlook was raised to positive.

1. Balancing the Budget with One-Time Fixes
States and many cities have a legal obligation to balance their
budgets each year. But there are all sorts of tricky maneuvers
that can place a government in technical compliance with that
rule. Shifting payments into the next fiscal year, for example,
can instantly take the problem off the current books. But it
serves only to make the following year’s budgeting that much
more difficult. Borrowing money for operating costs, another
common tactic, may be even more dangerous. It adds to the
public’s long-term debt without creating any related future
public benefit.

2. Ignoring the Long-Term Consequences of a Deal
Few governments have a long-term financial plan and even
fewer have multiyear budgets. Many don’t even require a
fiscal analysis of proposed legislation. That’s made it possible
for some, facing immediate demands for wage increases,
to buy off public employee constituencies by increasing
retirement benefits at an unsustainable long-term cost. Other
governments have been wooed by the prospect of privatizing
assets as a way to get quick cash, a move that some have called
the governmental version of an unwise payday loan.
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Bad Choice
In 2008, Chicago accepted a one-time fee of a little more
than $1 billion in exchange for giving up control of its 36,000
parking meters for 75 years. The public outcry started almost
immediately as the new private owners pushed through a
substantial increase in parking rates. A report by an inspector
general brought in to assess the consequences estimated that
the process used to award the deal cost the city $974 million,
and that the amount charged to the private purchaser should
have been much higher.
Better Choice
Chicago learned a lesson. Five years later, Mayor Rahm
Emanuel, elected in 2011, halted a possible deal to privatize
Chicago’s Midway International Airport. Citing the problems
with the city’s parking deal, he insisted that an airport
privatization arrangement share revenue with the city and
demanded a Travelers’ Bill of Rights to cap parking costs
and food prices. The demands were enough to scare off the
potential investors, almost certainly a benefit to the city in the
long run.

3. Taking on Too Much
One of the reasons privatizing assets has become alluring to
governments is because many of them have been burned by
taking on more public investments than they could handle. This
frequently involves development projects funded by municipal
bonds. If a project’s tax revenues don’t deliver, governments
have to pay the difference to bondholders out of their general
fund budgets – a promise that becomes an embarrassing burden
for some that can ill afford the actual risk. “It’s a question of
scale,” says Julie Beglin, vice president of Moody’s Investors
Service local government team. “Is the scale affordable for the
government if the project doesn’t go well?”
Bad Choice
In 1996, Hamilton County, Ohio, got voters to approve a
sales tax increase to help pay for two new Cincinnati sports
stadiums by offering them a property tax break. But the
stadiums, which cost more than $1 billion, never generated
the downtown business that local officials had hoped to see.
As the county found the stadium debt financing eating up

Nielsen Madsen + Barber

an increasing share of its budget, it repealed the property tax
break, then raised taxes. It sold off a hospital and refinanced
the stadium debt. But the annual stadium costs – $30 million
in 2008 – keep rising. In 2014, the county is projected to put as
much as $50 million toward its two stadiums.
Better Choice
By contrast, the development of a downtown sports arena in
Washington, D.C., in the mid-1990s has been heralded as
the starting point of a hugely successful revitalization of the
center of that city. The arena was privately developed; the
city provided the land and infrastructure in what was then a
barren and oftentimes dangerous part of town. Now the area is
home to retail, restaurants, and hotels that churn out millions
in annual tax revenue. The city is attempting to apply the
same concept today with a major league soccer stadium after
local officials refused to take on the main responsibility for
developing the project.

4. Misapplying a Temporary Windfall
This is the sin that many governments commit when it seems
like the good times will never end. Every economic boom is
followed by a bust, but elected officials are often tempted to
spend money as if that weren’t true, using one-time surpluses
in especially good years to cover recurring expenses that they
will have to meet in the bad years. When the downturn comes,
the money to meet these expenses isn’t there. “State and local
officials get into this over and over again,” says Steve Dahl, a
consultant for Deloitte. “They make very generous decisions at
the top of a bull market run instead of recognizing where they
are in the economic cycle.”
Bad Choice
In the early 2000s, California reacted to its booming
economy by granting pay raises and increased benefits to
public employees, including some benefits that were awarded
retroactively. Thanks to that decision and to the stock market
crash later in the decade, the state and its localities have seen
their entitlement bills multiply. In the first 10 years of this
century, the state’s pension contribution mushroomed from
$611 million to $3.5 billion. Had pensions been left alone,
today’s bills would not be nearly as high.
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Better Choice
Meanwhile, in Southern California’s Riverside County, the
Eastern Municipal Water District was using its skyrocketing
revenues from connection fees during the boom to pay only for
one-time expenses. It expanded wastewater treatment plants
and water storage facilities, and improved its recycled water
program. “So, when everything went bust, their expenses were
very affordable as they hadn’t incurred debt,” notes Suzanne
Finnegan, chief credit officer of Build America Mutual. “It’s
ironic sometimes that when you really need the discipline is
when things are going well.”

5. Shortchanging Pension Obligations
The most serious threat to some government pension plans has
been a chronic unwillingness by lawmakers to contribute what
is necessary to keep the plans fully funded. To be sure, many
governments skipped or pared down payments into pension
plans during the recession. But some places did that for years
prior to the downturn and continue to do it today. The longer
they delay, the larger the long-term liability becomes.
Bad Choice
Over the last decade, New Jersey’s public employee pension
system has gone from a fully funded enterprise to a roughly
$56 billion unfunded liability. The financial crisis certainly
played a part. But the situation in New Jersey is worse than
in most other places mainly because the state wasn’t making
its full pension payments even before the crisis began. In
2011, lawmakers passed a new pension law that legally spared
the state a portion of its annual payments into the fund.
It also gave New Jersey seven years before it had to start
making its full contributions. “In other words,” says Howard
Cure, director of bond credit research at Evercore Wealth
Management, “rather than continue to fully fund the pension,
they used it as an excuse. Now they’re back to the same
hole.” This year, in response to that hole, Gov. Chris Christie
retroactively changed the pension funding formula to allow the
state to contribute $94 million less in order to help balance the
2014 budget. Now, thanks to the formula change, the state is
slated to put a total of $900 million less into the fund by the

time it’s required to start making its full payments. The likely
outcome is that the unfunded liability will continue to grow.
Better Choice
Lexington, Kentucky, had a similar problem with habitually
shortchanging its pension plan. But in 2012, it put together
a pension task force made up of city officials and public
employee union representatives, guided by an outside
financial consulting firm. The result was a new agreement that
guarantees Lexington will increase its annual contribution to
the pension fund to $20 million from $11 million. In return,
employees agreed to an older retirement age and increased
paycheck deductions.

6. Making Unrealistic Projections About Rate
of Return
Every budget or financial planning document has to start with
some assumptions about the rate of interest that will be earned
on an invested portfolio. It’s tempting – too tempting sometimes
– to stretch those assumptions beyond what sensible economics
can justify. Some pension funds still base their total liabilities
owed on an expected annual investment return of more than 8%,
a figure that affects the formula used in figuring out how much
governments should contribute each year. “That means they’re
targeting a pension funding level that’s lower than what most
people might consider prudent,” says Donald Fuerst, a senior
pension fellow at the American Academy of Actuaries. Similarly,
a budget that expects too much from a volatile revenue stream
like the sales tax can be burned in any given year if the economy
hits the skids.
Bad Choice
In 2012, Rockland County, New York, faced a $40 million
budget deficit and was hit with a credit rating downgrade to
one step above junk status. In its downgrade action, Standard
& Poor’s cited the county’s “vulnerable” management practices
based on overly optimistic budgeting. The following year,
the county based one-fifth of its revenue returns on sales tax
receipts – and expected a 4% increase in those returns when
consumer spending growth had been far slower. The financial
practices prompted the state to step in, demanding that county
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officials scale back their estimates and develop a realistic
financial plan to escape Rockland’s deficit woes, which had
mounted to $125 million by 2014.

they actually owe one of their special funds. Or lax internal
monitoring can result in poor financial choices not getting
flagged until it’s far too late.

Better Choice
Many states that assumed at least an 8% return on investment
from their pension funds have since reduced their expectations.
New York state’s public pension funds, for example, lowered
their target return rate to 7.5% from 8% in 2010 (in addition
to other changes in actuarial assumptions concerning career
duration, salaries, and life expectancy). This had the effect of
increasing the unfunded liability (and thus, the state’s required
contribution) but it was more in line with the fund’s financial
realities. Starting this year, pension funds throughout the
country will have to follow new accounting rules that include a
lower assumed rate of return on their unfunded liabilities.

Bad Choice
Earlier this year, a legislative audit criticized Idaho Treasurer
Ron Crane for acting on investments without the guidance of
others. At issue were $31 million worth of mortgage-backed
securities that Crane transferred from the Local Government
Investment Pool to the state’s Idle Pool in order to protect
the credit rating of the local pool. (Both pools are vehicles
for storing government cash that isn’t needed immediately.)
Later, Crane took $31 million in cash from the Idle Pool and
put it back in the local one. The problem cited by the audit
was that while the securities had a face value of $31 million,
their market value was only $19 million as the move was
made during the depths of the recession. The audit concluded
that the treasurer’s office overrode internal controls meant
to contain financial risks, resulting in inappropriate transfers
that cost at least $10 million in “a disproportionate share of
investment losses.”

7. Ignoring Financial Checks and Balances
Don’t lose track of the money you have. It seems like the most
obvious advice in the world. But in government finance and
fund accounting, where there are many different ways to count
the same revenue, weak financial controls can lead to serious
dollar losses. Governments can lose track of how much money
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Better Choice
A number of organizations have published best practice
guides that help governments limit their vulnerability to
financial reporting problems. The Government Finance
Officers Association recommends that reporting systems
incorporate an antifraud program and that financial managers
periodically evaluate internal control procedures to ensure
they are still working as envisioned. The Association of Local
Government Auditors recommends that, at a minimum,
governments have an ethics policy, established performance
measures, and an audit committee. State governments also
cite best practices for their local governments to follow.
Vermont, for example, has fact sheets available to localities
offering advice on financial management of fixed assets, cash
receipts, and accounts receivable.

About the Author:

Liz Farmer is a fiscal policy expert and journalist, writing
for a national audience about the many ways state and
local governments spend our taxpayer money. Her areas
of expertise include budgets, fiscal distress, tax policy, and
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Spring Election Referendums
As part of the 2021 spring election on
April 6, three counties, four towns,
and 10 cities and villages sought voter
approval to exceed levy limits.
Focusing on the municipalities, voters in the following
five communities approved exceeding levy limits:
Fond du Lac, Cochrane, Browntown, Rudolph, and
Egg Harbor. Referendums failed in the following
five municipalities: Owen, Peshtigo, Pulaski, Withee, and the

village of Cambridge where the total number of “yes” votes
equaled the “no” votes.
In addition, the village of Wild Rose sought permission from
the voters to begin paying for garbage collection services
by charging property owners a fee instead of continuing to
spread the cost of the service on the tax levy without being
required to reduce the village’s allowable levy by the amount
of garbage fee revenue it collected. The voters approved the
change to a fee.

Opportunities for Collaboration in Fire, EMS Services in Ozaukee County
Fire and Emergency Medical Services (EMS) response
agencies in Ozaukee County would benefit from greater
collaboration as they grapple with increasing calls for
service, staff recruitment and retention hurdles, and
service response times that lag comparable areas.
The Wisconsin Policy Forum, Wisconsin’s leading
independent, nonpartisan source of public policy research,
conducted a recent study of these services at the behest
of Ozaukee County municipal leaders. In asking the Forum
to analyze these options, Ozaukee County leaders are part
of a growing state and national trend to explore enhanced
service sharing and cooperation among regional fire and
EMS providers.
The nine fire departments involved in the study rely
largely on part-time paid and unpaid volunteers, and
maintaining sufficient rosters of these responders is an
increasing challenge. Meanwhile, calls for service are
increasing for all nine departments involved in the study.
As part of this study, the Forum modeled a spectrum of
service sharing and consolidation options, in increasing
levels of collaboration. The first tier of options involves
strategies the departments could undertake collaboratively
while maintaining their independence; the second and third
tiers involve partial or full consolidation.

The report concludes that while the nine fire departments
maintain strong working relationships and take justifiable
pride in their part-time and volunteer models, they now
require some form of fortification to remain viable in
response to current conditions.
This information is a service of the Wisconsin Policy Forum,
the state’s leading resource for nonpartisan state and local
government research and civic education. Learn more at
wispolicyforum.org
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Creativity Leads the Way
Beyond the Pandemic
Anne Katz, Executive Director, Arts Wisconsin
What a year …
The arts and creativity are a powerful
force, inspiring, uniting, and
soothing individually and collectively.
The impact of the arts as people and
places grow and are transformed by
involvement in creative endeavors, is
profound. The arts make us human,
help us communicate, and make our
communities vibrant.
Creativity and resilience have gotten
us through the pandemic, so far.
And, as our nation confronts real,
painful issues of racism, division, and
senseless violence, the arts can provide a way to come together
for community, kindness, and justice.

Arts Impact in Wisconsin
According to information released in March 2020 by the U.S.
Department of Commerce and the National Endowment for
the Arts, Wisconsin’s creative industry packed an economic
impact of over $10 billion and has a workforce of over 96,000
people. That’s more workers than in the state’s beer, biotech,
and papermaking industries. These are real businesses and real
people, with real impact.
In Wisconsin, the economic hit to the creative sector is over
$59 million – so far. Nationally, according to ongoing research,
63% of creative workers became unemployed because of
COVID (10 times the national rate) and 99% of creative
businesses have canceled events, resulting in nearly 490 million
lost admissions. According to the Brookings Institution, the
creative sector has lost over $150 billion, and research from
Johns Hopkins University indicates the arts sector has been hit
harder than any other sector by the pandemic.
Since the creative sector is tied closely to the tourism and
hospitality sectors, when a downtown arts hub is closed, there’s
a cascading effect as the restaurants, shops, hotels, and services
around it feel the fallout.

Throughout the pandemic (and always),
Arts Wisconsin, as the state’s community
cultural development organization, has
been promoting response, resources,
research, and recovery programs and
services focused on Wisconsin’s creative
businesses and independent artists and
performers, and their communities;
providing technical assistance, training,
and networking for the arts sector; and
organizing planning services for local
government and economic development
organizations. As I write this, we’re
planning Creative Wisconsin Month in
April to share ideas and perspectives
from around the state.
We’ve seen remarkable creativity throughout the state, from
murals celebrating diversity and voting in Green Bay to
distanced musical performances in Ashland to public art
projects in Eau Claire. Although nothing can replace actual
human contact, Wisconsin’s arts organizations have presented
virtual performances and exhibits to provide an outlet for
expression and community. With warmer weather upon us,
we look forward to outdoor performances, safe and distanced,
throughout the state.

To Thrive into the Future
To thrive tomorrow, Wisconsin should focus on a creative
economic, workforce, and community development ecosystem
today.
Activating the creative economy infrastructure to stimulate
recovery just makes sense. With 5.1 million arts and culture
workers and over 675,000 small businesses generating
$878 billion annually, the creative economy offers the best path
to help revive America’s economy across our nation. Creative
businesses are jobs multipliers, creating jobs at almost twice the
national rate. The creative economy supports more U.S. jobs
than the legal or public safety sectors and generates more in
household income and tax revenue than agriculture and mining
combined. Investment in the creative economy offers a strong
return on investment in the wake of COVID-19.
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That is why 204 chambers of commerce in all 50 states have
written to Congress supporting legislation that would fund the
creative economy as part of the recovery and the Nonprofit
Infrastructure Investment Advisory Group has centered a
Put Creative Workers to Work investment in the policy agenda
they have shared with Congress.
The experience and impact of the COVID-19 recovery
will come from the ground up, powered by creativity and
community. Here are some ways to help your city or village
come back and thrive as we emerge into a new world.
•C
 elebrate! The easing of the pandemic, the widespread
distribution of vaccines, and the warmer weather means more
opportunities to gather – outside, safely and prudently, of
course – and people are hungry for those connections. Seize
the opportunity to support outdoor concerts in a park or a
4th of July kids’ parade.
•S
 upport or waive restart costs for small creative businesses,
specifically to provide capital such as building permits, water/
sewer connections, electricity, gas, etc.
•S
 upport local and state creative workforce programs, such as
training, apprenticeships, and mentorships.

•M
 any communities, including Green Bay, Reedsburg, and
Eau Claire, already have an advisory committee dedicated
to creative ideas and creative economy development. If your
community doesn’t have such a committee, you should! The
committee can include people in the arts, business, politics,
government, education, and civic life – people who care
about the community’s future – to discuss creative policies,
opportunities, and ideas that benefit all, and artistic and
creative vision/perspective to municipal dealings on all sorts
of issues, not just arts-related.
•C
 heck out the Adaptive Place Toolkit by Yard and Company
to guide your community in the post-pandemic world.
https://www.buildwithyard.com/yard-news/2021/1/11/
introducing-the-adaptive-place-toolkit
•P
 ublic health departments can provide advice on necessary
safety measures and public health guidelines and policies to
arts facilities.
Contact Anne Katz at Arts Wisconsin at (608) 255-8316 or
info@artswisconsin.org, for more info on Wisconsin’s
creative sector.
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Wisconsin’s 50-Year
Commitment to Clean Air
Craig Czarnecki, Outreach Coordinator and Lindsay Haas,
Communications and Outreach Specialist, Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources’ Air Program
Every May the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) Air Program celebrates Clean Air Month by tracking and
highlighting the vast improvements in air quality since the Clean
Air Act (CAA) was enacted 50 years ago. This groundbreaking
federal legislation led to long-term improvements in air quality
by authorizing emissions limits from both stationary and mobile
sources. A half-century later, the Clean Air Act is still widely
considered one of the most successful and comprehensive pieces
of legislation ever put into law.
The CAA regulations and DNR’s work to apply those federal
rules in Wisconsin has led to significant and ongoing air quality
improvements. Concentrations of most pollutants continue
decreasing nationally and locally. Since 2002, Wisconsin has
seen a 35% drop in fine particle pollution, a 50% drop in
emissions from ozone-forming pollutants and a 68% drop
in sulfur dioxide emissions. Due in part to these significant
reductions, 95% of Wisconsin’s population lives in areas meeting
all federal air quality standards!
As part of Clean Air Month, the Air Program is highlighting
successful collaborations with municipalities. These projects
have helped implement Governor Tony Evers’ Executive Order
#52, which calls for the development of strategies to mitigate
and adapt to the effects of climate change.

Air Monitoring Network Sites
The DNR operates a statewide network of 39 monitoring
sites to measure ambient air quality in Wisconsin. The data
provides air quality information to regulatory agencies and
the public, supports plans to improve air quality, and measures
compliance with federal standards.
The exact location of a site is often dependent on the
logistics of the area chosen for monitoring, including
federal requirements, siting criteria, access, security, and
power availability. In many cases, DNR works closely with
municipalities across the state to find suitable locations.
Monitoring sites can be found at parks, fire departments,
schools, and other public buildings.
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Fire Departments Join the Fight
Fire departments across Milwaukee County have teamed up
with the American Lung Association (ALA) in Wisconsin and
the DNR to raise awareness about the daily air quality. Each
day more than 60 participating fire departments throughout
the county and eight schools in the state display color-coded
air quality flags based on the EPA’s Air Quality Index (AQI).

The AQI describes what local air quality means to your health.
(Source: Airnow.gov)

You can visit DNR’s air quality webpage (https://dnr.wi.gov/
topic/airquality/) to find current air quality reports and
forecasts, sign up for Air Quality Advisory notifications
and newsletters, and find air quality information. DNR is
committed to another 50 years of cleaner air and is thankful
for the partnerships with Wisconsin’s local governments.
About the Authors:
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Brownies, Brains, and Information
Habits, Part II
Eric Giordano, PhD, Executive Director, Wisconsin Institute for Public
Policy and Service, University of Wisconsin System
Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not
to his own facts.1 - Daniel Patrick Moynihan
I recently wrote about my son’s propensity to bake treats,
particularly a decadent version of rocky road brownies, which
I cannot resist. I turned this into analogy about how news
consumption habits can sometimes feed an appetite for biased
information that interferes with our grasp of truth.

who seem to have more discipline and self-control. Rather
than trying to show superhuman resistance to rocky road
brownies, perhaps we just need to make them less accessible.
Psychologist Wendy Wood argues that reimagining behavioral
change as an environmental problem, rather than a personal
defect, can be liberating because “it’s not so much about you.
It’s about the environment that you’re in and how you control
it.”2 Below are a few concrete suggestions.

The media is partly to blame. In addition to sensationalizing
news, media intermingles news and opinion without
disclaimer. It provides unending options for tailored
information that strengthens preferred viewpoints and
discounts countervailing facts. Our brains are wired to privilege
information that conforms to pre-existing views. As proof,
social science research shows that people with deeply held
convictions – irrespective of political ideology – often consume
the same information yet come to opposite conclusions about
what is true. Accessing shared facts, therefore, is not enough to
change minds.

Critically Review Your News and Information
Sources

But what if we could change our environment to reduce
exposure to poor news sources and one-sided information and
fundamentally change how we consume news? Decades of
research consistently show that self-control is more a function
of our situation than our disposition. In other words, a few
tweaks to our environment may enable us to emulate people

•H
 ow much time/space does the news source devote to news
versus commentary?

Media sources that portray particular points of view as flawless
or privileged, or opposing views as flawed or worthless, merely
perpetuate news echo chambers and information cocoons.
Instead, we should seek information sources that encourage
healthy and transparent debate. Although society is polarized,
we actually need more debate, not less. But we need debate
that is open and fair and where competing points of view
are encouraged. Here are a few critical questions we can ask
ourselves about our news sources:

• W hen presenting commentary, does the news program
provide alternative views? How often?
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• Does the news source have a dedicated time or place to alert
consumers about factual errors and corrections?
• Do independent studies reveal biases in our news sources?
What are those biases?
• W hen reporting news, does the news source tell us where
they get their information?
It is next to impossible to find unbiased media sources. But
knowing their biases and purposely seeking more than one
credible news source as part of our information diet is a
healthier consumption strategy.3

If It Isn’t News, Turn It Down (Or Off)
Researchers at RAND Corporation found that American
journalism has gradually shifted away from objective news
toward more opinion-based content that appeals to emotion
and relies heavily on argumentation and advocacy over facts.4
While 63% of Americans believe that news is most useful
when it primarily reports facts over analysis and opinion, most
of us are bad at distinguishing between the two.5
And there’s the rub. Even when people can discern fact from
opinion, a significant portion of us are beholden to our own
preconceived biases. As author David McRaney explains in
his book, You Are Not Smart, “Punditry is an industry built
on confirmation bias…these people provide fuel for beliefs, they
prefilter the world to match existing worldviews. If their filter is
like your filter, you love them. If it isn’t, you hate them. You watch
them not for information, but for confirmation.” 6

Jonathan Haidt, author of The Righteous Mind: Why Good
People are Divided by Politics and Religion, captures how most
people approach research: “[W]e ask ourselves, ‘Can I believe it?’
Then …we search for supporting evidence, and if we find even a
single piece of pseudo-evidence, we can stop thinking. We now have
permission to believe. …In contrast, when we don’t want to believe
something, we ask ourselves, ‘Must I believe it?’ Then we search for
contrary evidence, and if we find a single reason to doubt the claim,
we can dismiss it.” 8
As noted by Robert Burton, and confirmed in experiment
after experiment, “the more committed we are to a belief, the
harder it is to relinquish, even in the face of overwhelming
contradictory evidence.”9 Human beings eventually embraced
science to prevent this type of thinking. The scientific method
begins with the assumption that our hypotheses are wrong
until proven otherwise. But as Cordelia Fine puts it in her
book A Mind of its Own, too often, the problem is that “we
behave like a smart lawyer searching for evidence to bolster his
client’s case, rather than a jury searching for the truth.” 10

Avoid Sources That Flirt With Conspiracy Theories
It feels like we shouldn’t have to discuss this, but many
otherwise rational people are falling prey to conspiracy
theories. Research on the rhetorical power of conspiracies
shows how a theory can easily overwhelm facts and evidencebased counterarguments. Conspiracy theories thrive on
illusory correlation, which occurs when two variables that are
not necessarily connected are assumed to be linked, primarily

For our own viewing repertoire, we might mitigate or reverse
some of these biases if we seek news sources and programs that
privilege facts and provoke curiosity and healthy debate rather
than stifling conversation by predetermining for us what is
right and what is wrong.

Be Skeptical When Someone Says, “I Did Some
Research.”
Too often we equate a Google search, where we scroll through
2-3 pages and click on several hits, to actual research. It is not.
With few exceptions, the more informed someone believes
they are, typically the more misinformed they actually are. As
David McRaney reminds us, “Your opinions are the result of
years of paying attention to information which confirmed what
you believed while ignoring information which challenged
your preconceived notions.”7 As a result, we all see the world
through a filter that distorts our active pursuit of facts.
Inevitably, when we find confirmation, we assume we were
correct all along and we stop searching.
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because it fits a story that we want to be real. Michael Shermer,
author of The Believing Brain, argues that our brains naturally
look for and find patterns, and then infuse those patterns with
meaning.11 As a result, simple coincidences can become key
explanatory facts.12 The internet exacerbates these tendencies
by putting together random facts, making them readily
available and spreading them virally.
Another hallmark of conspiracy is the “Galileo effect” –
basically, a propensity toward denialism, refusal to yield
to evidence, and a view that such dogmatism is positive.
As explained by Pascal Diethelm and Martin McKee,
“Denialists are usually not deterred by the extreme isolation
of their theories, but rather see it as the indication of their
intellectual courage against the dominant orthodoxy and
the accompanying political correctness, often comparing
themselves to Galileo.”13 As our political system polarizes,
more and more conspiracy theories will arise, further
undercutting the power of evidence and healthy debate. We
need to seek sources of information that base reporting on
multiple reliable sources, show evidence of independent factchecking, and habitually acknowledge errors when they occur.

Stop Reading the Comments
It is important to remember that the people who write
comments after articles, stories, and blog posts are selfselected, motivated to make their views known, and definitely
not representative of the general population. Furthermore,
people with the most confidence in their opinions tend to be
more likely to speak up, post on social media, and attend public
meetings. As it turns out, political “sophisticates” – those most
involved and informed about politics – are also susceptible to
the polarizing effects of motivated reasoning.14 Paradoxically,
therefore, the loudest voices are often the most misinformed.
The philosopher Bertrand Russell reminds us, “The whole
problem with the world is that fools and fanatics are always
so certain of themselves, and wiser people so full of doubts.” 15
So, dear reader, if you take all of my suggestions at face value,
perhaps you missed the point of this article. It’s just another
opinion, after all. I encourage you, therefore, to stop reading
immediately and join me in consuming a rocky road brownie.

1. Moynihan served as a four-term U.S. Senator, an ambassador,
an academic (sociology professor), and an advisor for
presidents John. F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, and
Richard M. Nixon.

12. See, for example, Reed Berkowitz, “A Game Designer’s
Analysis of QAnon,” Curiouser, September 20, 2020.
Retrieved from https://medium.com/curiouserinstitute/agame-designers-analysis-of-qanon-580972548be5.

2. See Michaela Barnett, “Good Habits, Bad Habits: A
Conversation with Wendy Wood,” Health, October 14, 2019.
Retrieved from https://behavioralscientist.org/good-habitsbad-habits-a-conversation-with-wendy-wood/.
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and How Should Scientists Respond?” European Journal of
Public Health 19, no. 1 (January 2009): 2-4.
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by an Illusion of Understanding,” Psychological Science
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The Role of the Municipal Clerk
Claire Silverman, Legal Counsel, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

The municipal clerk plays a pivotal role
in each municipality. In the past, many
municipal clerks were elected and took
office with only a general knowledge
of their duties. While some clerks are
still elected, many municipalities have
changed the method of selecting the
clerk from elected to appointed,1 given
the magnitude and complexity of the
clerk’s duties, and the broad-based
but specialized knowledge clerks must
have to complete those duties. To help
municipal officials better understand
what the clerk does, this legal comment
provides a brief, general overview of the
municipal clerk’s basic duties.
The municipal clerk’s basic duties are set
forth in the Wisconsin statutes, in §§
61.25 (villages) and 62.09(11) (cities).
Although the wording of the statutes
governing village and city clerks are
similar, they are not identical. While you
may wish to consult the statutes for the
specific details, basic statutory duties
include the following:
• c are and custody of the corporate seal
and municipal papers and records, and
transfer of those records to the clerk’s
successor;2
• allowing inspection of those records as
permitted by Wisconsin’s public records
law;
• attending common council or village
board meetings and keeping a full
record of the proceedings;3
• maintaining a minute book with
governing body proceedings;
• countersigning all ordinances and
resolutions adopted and publishing
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or posting as required by law and
recording proof thereof;
• maintaining an ordinance book noting
all ordinances adopted, in chronological
order, with information pertinent to the
adoption;
• maintaining records of all licenses and
permits granted, as well as recording all
bonds;
• notifying persons elected or appointed
to municipal offices; notifying other
governmental offices of elections as
necessary;
• administering oaths and affirmations;
• drawing and countersigning orders on
the municipal treasury in accordance
with statutory requirements and
maintaining accounts thereof in the
appropriate books;
• keeping an accurate account with the
treasurer and charging the treasurer
with all tax lists presented for collection
and with all moneys paid into the
treasury; and notifying the county
treasurer by February 20, of the
proportion of property tax revenue and
of the credits under § 79.10 that is to
be disbursed by the taxation district
treasurer to each taxing jurisdiction
located in the municipality; village
clerks must make and deliver a tax roll
to the village treasurer and make and
transmit to the county treasurer, on
forms provided by the department of
revenue, a statement showing the total
amount of all taxes levied in the village;

under § 103.25(3m)(b) and stamping
or endorsing traveling sales crew worker
permits at the request of an employer
under § 103.34(11)(c);
• responsibility for elections and voter
registrations.4
Although the above list is extensive,
it is not all-inclusive. Other statutes
governing specific subjects often impose
additional duties on the clerk or require
the clerk to take certain actions. For
example, in cities and villages with a
Board of Review (BOR) comprised of
municipal officials, Wis. Stat. § 70.46
makes the clerk a member of the board,
except in 1st class cities, as well as the
recording secretary and BOR records
custodian. Other examples include the
statutes governing annexation which
require the clerk to take certain actions
when annexation petitions are filed
or annexation ordinances are enacted.
Numerous statutes require the clerk
to convey information to specific state
departments (e.g., the clerk must send a
list of liquor licensees to the Department
of Revenue annually). With a broad
brush, § 61.25(9) requires the clerk to
“perform all other duties required by law
or by any ordinance or other direction of
the village board.”
What happens when the clerk is absent
or unable to perform his or her duties?
The statutes authorize the clerk to
appoint, in writing, a deputy clerk who
shall act under the clerk’s direction
and, in the clerk’s absence or disability,
perform the clerk’s duties.5

• stamping or endorsing street trade
permits at the request of an employer
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Legal
Conclusion
Municipal clerks have broad responsibility. In some
municipalities, the position of clerk has been combined
with other offices or positions such as, for example, treasurer
and/or administrator. Without a municipal clerk or someone
to perform the clerk’s duties, chaos would reign and, eventually,
things would grind to a halt. Hopefully this overview of the
clerk’s duties and role will make municipal officials more
knowledgeable and appreciative of the important role played
by the municipal clerk.
Officers 772R
About the Author:

Claire Silverman is Legal Counsel for the League of
Wisconsin Municipalities. She joined the League staff in 1992.
Contact Claire at cms@lwm-info.org
1. Changing the method of selecting the clerk requires adoption of a charter ordinance under
Wis. Stat. § 66.0101. Wis. Stat. §§ 61.197(2) (villages) and 62.09(3)(b)6 (cities).
2. W
 is. Stat. § 61.25; Wis. Stat. § 19.21(2).
3. W
 is. Stat. §§ 61.25(3) and 62.09(11)(b).
4. T
 he time municipal clerks must devote to election matters has increased dramatically in the
last 20 years with the enactment of new federal and state laws. Clerks must attend elections
training at least once every two years, and are responsible for training other election officials.
Wisconsin Stat. § 7.15 makes municipal clerks responsible for a long list of specific election
duties and also makes clerks responsible for “any others which may be necessary to properly
conduct elections or registration.”
5. Wis. Stat. §§ 61.19 and 62.11(i).

Frequently

Questions

Asked

Did you know? The published Legal FAQs
are taken directly from the extensive
library of resources on the League’s
website. Have a question? Try the search
function on the website and get an
answer. http://www.lwm-info.org

Salaries FAQ 4
Can fringe benefits be initially given
to officials or increased during an
official’s term without violating the
prohibition against increasing salary
during an official’s term?

“At our core, represented by my Gandhi quote paperweight, we try to be calm,
patient, positive, and professional, showing the best face of a municipality to
the public. While we sometimes deal with turmoil.…”
Joan Andrusz, WCMC, City Clerk, City of Monona

Yes. Although Wis. Stat. § 66.0505
prohibits an elected municipal official
who is entitled to participate in the
establishment of the salary attending
his or her office from collecting salary
in excess of the salary provided at his
or her time of taking office, fringe
benefits are not considered salary.
The Wisconsin Supreme Court has
defined the term “salary” as a “fixed,
periodical compensation paid for services
rendered....” Geyso v. Cudahy, 34 Wis.
2d 476, 483, 149 N.W.2d 611 (1967).
The term “salary” does not include
“fringe benefits.” State ex rel. Manitowoc
v. Police Pension Board, 56 Wis. 2d 602,
203 N.W.2d 74 (1973); 70 Op. Att’y.
Gen. 266 (1981). Thus, retirement
and insurance benefit increases are not
considered salary. 2009 Wis. Act 173,
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which amended §§ 61.193 and 62.09(6)
to prohibit “compensation” from being
changed after the deadline for filing
nomination papers for the office, defines
“compensation” as “a salary, a per diem
compensation for each day or part of a
day necessarily devoted to the service of
the [city or village] and the discharge of
duties, or a combination of salary and
per diem compensation.” The authority
for municipalities to pay premiums for
hospital, surgical, and other health and
accident insurance and life insurance for
employees and officers and their spouses
and dependent children is found in §
66.0137(5) of the statutes. (rev. 3/21)
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Consider Nontraditional
Staffing Models
Mike Earl, Senior Vice President, GovHR/GovTemps
There are many reasons why communities
are employing nontraditional staffing
models – cost savings, scheduling
flexibility, the need for specialized
expertise, and time savings. Following are
examples of how nontraditional staffing
may be applied in your organization.
Seasonal Activity Levels – During the
warm weather months, construction
activity increases. Permit clerks,
inspectors, and plan review technicians
are putting in extra hours and the job
becomes more stressful. Residents and
builders want their permits approved
right away. Similarly, in the summertime,
property maintenance violations become
more prevalent. Residents and elected
officials seek timely action on resident
complaints. With reduced staffing levels,
communities don’t always have the
resources available to respond right away.
Whether in a full-time or part-time
capacity, temporary employees can help
fill the void in these situations.
Project Work – A project needs
attention, but staff can’t get to it because
of time constraints or lack of expertise.
Examples include: how best to address
aging water meters; review of debt
restructuring/refinancing; preparing
for a bond rating review; developing
or updating a Capital Improvement
Program; updating a municipal code
or comprehensive plan; reviewing
personnel practices and systems to
ensure compliance with laws and
competitiveness with the market. Skilled
temporary employees are available to
assist with project work.
Short-Term Assignments – When
department directors or other staff
members retire or take a job elsewhere,
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the workload of the remaining staff
picks up – often resulting in angst and
frustration. It will take at least three
months to find a replacement. An
executive-level temporary employee
can help fill the void in the interim and
can assist in vetting candidates for the
permanent position.
Coach/Mentor – The local government
can’t afford what’s necessary to attract a
seasoned department director. It elects
instead to hire a less experienced but
promising person who can grow into the
job. To help ensure success, a retired local
government official (city administrator,
director of public works, treasurer, etc.)
is brought in to coach and mentor the
new employee, and provide technical
expertise. Coaching assignments through
a temporary agency can be short term or
for as long as necessary.
Temp-to-Hire (TTH) – In cases where
the local government doesn’t have the
time, the HR resources, or the candidate
outreach capability, a temp-to-hire
approach should be considered. Under
a TTH situation, a temporary staffing
firm will solicit, vet, and present top
candidates. The local government will
then interview and select a person it
feels is best suited for the job. The TTH
employee will typically work a set time
which is usually at least three months. At
the end of the term, the local government
will decide if it desires to offer the person
a full-time, permanent position.
Outsourcing – Troubled with the high
cost of municipal benefits – notably
health insurance and pension – many
agencies have opted for a permanent
outsourced option. These arrangements
– full time or part time – are renewed
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on an annual basis. Outsourcing can
be applied to many positions including
support and administrative personnel
such as customer service clerks, finance
directors, HR managers/generalists, IT,
and managers/administrators. Recently
retired and in-transition local government
professionals, as well as emerging
government leaders, are available for
outsourced assignments through a
temporary staffing agency.

Choosing the Right Firm
Staffing agencies focused on local
government know where to go to
recruit and vet good workers, including
conducting necessary background
screenings. Moreover, they are sensitive
to the daily fiscal pressures facing local
government leaders and understand
what makes for a successful candidate in
local government.
An established local government staffing
firm should serve as a clearinghouse for
candidates who are looking for a fulltime, part-time, or temporary position
in the area, or who can perform the
work remotely from an off-site location.
Interested communities who need to fill a
temporary or permanent position should
be able to contact the firm to inquire if
they have candidates available for direct
hire, temp-to-hire, or an outsourced
assignment.
About GovHR/Gov Temps:

GovHR/Gov Temps specializes in
recruitment, interim staffing and
management, and human resources
consulting. Visit GovHRUSA.com
or contact Mike Earl at
mearl@govhrusa.com

News/Updates/Training

Upcoming Events & Workshops
May-September 2021
Date

Event

Format

Time

Price

9AM—4PM

$70

9AM—4PM

$100

Local Government 101 Webinar
Multiple Dates to Choose from:
May 7, May 21, and June 4
Take one, take parts, take all.

Plus a 90 minute live Q&A, June 18 9AM –10:30AM, on Local Government 101
open to all 2020 and 2021 attendees. A chance to ask follow up questions of
the presenters.
June 9-11

Clerks, Treasurers, & Finance Officers Institute

Webinar

August 19-20

Chief Executives Summer Workshop

In-Person 9AM-4PM

$190
Members

In-Person 9AM-4PM

$295
Members

In-Person 9AM-4PM

$100

September 15-17 Plumbing Inspectors Institute
Eau Claire, Lismore Hotel

In-Person 9AM-4PM

$155
Members

September 28-30 Assessors Institute
Oshkosh, Best Western Premier Waterfront
Hotel & Convention Center

In-Person 9AM-4PM

$190
Members

Fond du Lac, Hotel Retlaw
August 30 September 1

Attorneys Institute

September 10

Local Government 101
Waupaca, Par4 Resort

Elkhart Lake, Osthoff Resort

Don’t forget our monthly Membership Roundtable. Free and open to all members.
Second Tuesday of every month at noon.
More information on the League website! www.lwm-info.org
Note: For in-person events, the League will closely monitor the COVID-19 pandemic
situation. Decisions to hold these events in-person will be confirmed with careful consideration,
keeping the health and safety of our members at the forefront. If in-person event is cancelled due to
COVID-19, our intent is to hold the event virtually on same days.

Legal Caption
Officers 772 R
Legal comment provides basic overview of the municipal clerk’s duties and the important role played by the municipal clerk.
3/31/21.
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News/Updates/Training

Transitions
Alderperson: Mauston - Vicki Wards

Finance Director: Racine - Kathleen Fischer

Chief of Police: Menomonee Falls - Mark P. Waters

Street Superintendent: Eleva - Brian McCarville

City Administrator: Ripon - Adam Sonntag

Trustee: Random Lake - Keri Wallenkamp

City Clerk: Milton - Jenny Salvo

Village Administrator: Sauk City - Heidi Koch

City Clerk-Treasurer: Dodgeville - Lauree Aulik, Montreal - Lori Genisot

Village Administrator/Clerk-Treasurer: Darien - Lindsey Peterson

Comptroller: Platteville - Sheila Horner

Village Clerk: Allouez - Carrie Zittlow

Director of Public Services: DeForest - Judd Blau

Village Clerk-Treasurer: Cobb - Lisa A. Riley

Director of Public Works: Eleva - Troy Faulkner,
Mondovi - Jeffrey Tiegs

Village President: Eleva - Rodger Forsythe

RETIREMENTS
Mount Horeb. Village of Mount Horeb Electric & Water Superintendent Dave Herfel retired after 46+ years with
the village.
Platteville. City of Platteville Finance Operations Manager Barb Johnson retired in December 2020.

Have an update? Please send changes, corrections, or additions to Robin Powers at rpowers@lwm-info.org, fax (608) 267-0645 or
mail to the League at 131 West Wilson Street, Suite 505, Madison, WI 53703

Board President, Todd Schmidt
Exerting Humbition
In 1985, music producer Quincy Jones convened
46 of the most famous singers to record “We Are the
World” for USA for Africa. On the front door of the L.A.
music studio, Jones posted a sign that read “Check your egos
at the door.” We can certainly understand that usually with
great fame comes large ego. Jones knew that a room full of
egos would inhibit the chance for great outcomes.
This story introduces what is striking to me as a paradox of
leadership. I have been striving this year to promote humility
as a most critical trait for being a successful local government
leader. However, rising to the leadership ranks – whether
by election or selection – is bound to stroke one’s ego. Or,
some might suggest that pride in oneself is an automatic
prerequisite to seek office.
Please, don’t take offense. None of this is to suggest that all
local government officials are ego maniacs; certainly not like
Jones had suggested to Michael Jackson, Diana Ross, Billy
Joel, Tina Turner, et al.
Here’s my point. What an error it is for the notion of humility
to be considered weakness in a leader. Yet, the pull and tug of
leadership egocentric tendencies find greater value in more
heroic concepts like ambition, winning, and control.
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In a 2018 article titled, “If Humility is So Important, Why
Are Leaders So Arrogant?”, Fast Company co-founder Bill
Taylor writes, “…humility in the service of ambition is the
most effective and sustainable mindset for leaders who aspire
to do big things in a world filled with huge unknowns.”
Taylor goes on to share how HR professionals at IBM had
coined the term “humbition” to describe a characteristic in
the best leaders who “…seek success – they are ambitious –
but they are humbled when it arrives…They feel lucky, not
at all powerful.”
Jim Collins goes all-in with this concept in his 2001 essay,
“The Misguided Mix-up of Celebrity and Leadership.” The
Level 5 Leader (the top category as described by Collins)
is a unique “…paradoxical blend of personal humility and
professional will.”
I may have gotten a bit deep and pointed with this column.
So, let me back off a bit and suggest one little exercise for
us all to do today. Take a walk around your office building
during your lunch break to collect the wind-blown debris
and toss it in the dumpster. Don’t wait for someone else to
do it. Then, head back to your office to exert humbition as
you work to make your communities great.
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Feature

PROTECTING
YOUR PROPERTY...
OUR PROMISE. OUR PRIORITY.

MPIC is a leading provider of property insurance
solutions for Wisconsin public entities. Organized and
founded with the support of the Wisconsin Municipal
Mutual Insurance Company (WMMIC), Cities and
Villages Mutual Insurance Company (CVMIC), and
the League of Wisconsin Municipal Mutual Insurance
9701 Brader Way, Suite 301
Middleton, WI 53562
(715) 892-7277 | www.mpicwi.com

Company (LWMMI), we are specialists in towns,
villages, cities, counties, and special districts.
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Feature

Imagine
Innovative Financing
Financing
Innovative
Solutions Built
Built to
to Last
Last
Solutions

Your municipality’s needs don’t change with
Your municipality’s needs don’t change with
the market. When securing your municipality’s
the market. When securing your municipality’s
future, you need solutions that are built to last.
future, you need solutions that are built to last.
Baird brings broad capabilities to every client
Baird brings broad capabilities to every client
we serve. Our Public Finance team has a deep
we serve. Our Public Finance team has a deep
bench of experienced professionals providing
bench of experienced professionals providing
knowledgeable and responsive solutions.
knowledgeable and responsive solutions.
That’s why Baird has been ranked the No. 1
That’s why Baird has been ranked the No. 1
municipal underwriter in the United States for
municipal underwriter in the United States for
the last 12 years.*
the last 12 years.*
Imagine a full-service financing team working
Imagine a full-service financing team working
with your municipality. Imagine the power of
with your municipality. Imagine the power of
you and Baird.
you and Baird.

*Based on number of issues from 2009 through 2020, according to Ipreo MuniAnalytics and Thomson Reuters.
*Based
number
of issues
2009 through
2020,SIPC.
according
to Ipreo MuniAnalytics and Thomson Reuters.
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